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Football team wins big over Wayne State
on Family Day. See p. 13
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^Night Classes Grand Valley Student Dies in Accident
of Neil Thomas Rosenthal’s car to the Med-Center in Jenison, but
Do Not Have By Tim Syrek
about 2:30 am . when the accident it was closed.
They proceeded in taking him
Equal Sessions A Grand Valley State Univer happened.
Deputies said Nagel and to Butterworth Hospital in Grand
N ew s E ditor

By Kim Valade

L a n th o m S ta ffW rite r

Night classes are in disar
ray.
This semester Monday
night classes will meet thir
teen times, while Wednesday
night classes have fifteen
meetings.
In order to change this ine
quality, several proposals are
being offered by faculty and
staff.
Currently, classes begin on
a Wednesday with the follow
ing Monday off for Labor
Day. On this schedule Mon
day classes are shorted two
days,
John Bamhofen, of the fi
nance department, suggested
a couple of alternatives.
He suggested starting the
semester on Tuesday and start
Monday classes then or add
time to the current three hour
periods.
“Wc could increase the
length of the class meetings
to equalize the amount of
class hours," he said.
Another alternative was
suggested by Tom Hendrix.
His idea was to start classes
on Monday and also have
lass on Labor Day;
The three extra days off
would then be added to the
See NIGHT CLASSES p. 3

sity student died Friday morning,
eight hours after falling from a
friends car while “urban surfing,”^
according to Ottawa County Sher
iff Deputies.
Michael Edward Dougherty
was pronounced dead at Butterworth Hospital from critical head
injuries Friday at 10:30 a.m.
Deputies said that Dougherty
and his roommate Brad Nagel
were “urban surfing” on the back

Dougherty were standing on the
trunk of Rosenthal’s 1986 Ford
Escort while the car was traveling
north ion 42nd Ave., towards
Filmone Sl
The car was traveling about 20
mph, according to deputies.
Witnesses didn’t know why
Dougherty let go of the car and
fell to the ground.
Deputies said Nagel and Rosen
thal drove the injured Dougherty

Apple Computer Gives
Away a Computer, Twice

By Tim Dowker

L an th o m S ta ff W rite r

Apple Computer Inc., couldn’t
give away a computer last Friday,
it took officials two tries to give it
away.
The computer was won by
Larry Brooks, computer opera
tions manager for Grand Valley,
who donated the computer back
to the school.
“I just wanted to (donate the
computer)” Brooks said. “It’s one
of those things that just hits you.”
The computer, an Apple Macin
tosh Plus valued at $1,187, was
raffled off again and won by
sophomore Randy Carlson, an
engineering major from Grand
Rapids.
“I was at home studying when I
found out I had won. I was very
happy.” said Carlson, who added
that he wanted to thank Larry

Rapids.
Terry Dougherty, father of the
victim said his son came to Grand
Valley after a year at the Univer
sity of Michigan.
“He wanted to get his grade
point up. Mike wanted to be closer
to home,” he said. “He enjoyed
Grand Valley."
Deputies said alcohol was not a
See DOUGHERTY p. 6

Despite Increases...

GV's TUition
Is One of
Lowest in State
BySmmdrmL. Planfeek

John Klein draws
the winning ticket
Friday. Larry

Brooks won the
Apple Macintosh
Plus originally, b
decided to give it
back. Randy
Carlson won it in
the second
drawing.

G u e st W rite r

PH O TO BY
E M IL Y S T A N K E Y

Brooks for donating the computer,
allowing him the chance to win it.
The computer giveaway was
part of a national campaign by
Apple attempting to increase stu
dent awareness of purchase plans
offered by Apple to college stu
dents, faculty and staff through

local retailers.
The raffle was run by John
Klein, computer education con
sultant for GVSU.
Brooks said he hopes his luck
runs to the Lotto drawing this
week. He added that if he won, he
“wouldn’t give that away.”

Lakers Beat Wayne State
Grand Valley fans cheer as their
Lakers stop the Tarters of Wayne
State last Saturday. The final score
was 49 -10. Halftime at the game
featured a mass band performance
with the Laker Marching Band and
five area high school bands
simultaneously taking the field.
The game and the mass band
performance were part of the Family
Day activities.
P H O T O BY BO B C O O L E Y

The only two state schools with
a lower tuition rate than Grand
Valley State University are Lake
Superior State University and
Northern Michigan University and
they were only lower by a few
dollars.
The most expensive schools
cost 70 percent more than Grand
Valley when considering tuition
and fees for undergraduate stu
dents, according to a report com
piled by the GVSU University
Relations Offce.
Only Wayne State had a lower
rate of tuition increase over the
past seven years according to the
report
The expensive schools, includ
ing Wayne State, not only cost
more but in the past year tuition
and fees are growing faster than
Grand Valley’s.
For this past year, Fall 1988 to
Fall 1989, only Oakland Univer
sity had a lower rate of tuition
increase. Most of the state schools
increased tuition 9.6 percent,
Grand Valiev restrained itself to
only 7.4 percent.
However Matthew E.
McLogan, vice-president for uni
versity relations, said Grand Val
ley is a bargain for the quality of
the education.
“When you consider quality of
faculty, depth of programs, facili
ties and tuition rates, Grand Val
ley is the best educational bargain
among the state schools.”
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Grand Valley State
Is Keeping An Eye
On Lansing

By Sandra L. Planisek
L a n ih o m S ta ff W rite r

Grqnd Valley officials are
constantly monitoring the activ
ity of the Michigan State Leg
islature.
According to Mathew E.
McLogan, vice president for
university relations, they are
trying to best represent the in
terests of Grand Valley.
He said trying to influence the
formula for the calculation of
tuition subsidies is one area
receiving constant attention.
Handling legislative relations
with the Michigan State Legis
lature for Grand Valley are
Public Affairs Associates,
David P. Sharphorn, Arend D.
Lubbers and M atthew E.
McLogan.
Public Affairs Associates, a
multi-client Lansing-based lob
bying firm, is a “sentiment sen
sor” in the state legislature,
McLogan said.
Working for Grand Valley
since 1979, it continually moni
tors and relays to campus all
information pertinent to Grand
Valley. When wide ranging
contact with legislators is
needed, it coordinates the effort
on Grand Valley’s behalf,
McLogan said.

r

Sharphorn, Grand Valley’s
legislative liaison, is a part-time
consultant making steady and
routine contact with legislators
to remind them of Grand Val
ley and its achievements.
He also provides a second
source of information on formal
5 gnd informal discussions which
might lead to legislations of
interest to Grand Valley.
President Lubbers and
McLogan, vice-president for
university relations, make regular, often weekly, visits to Lan
sing to confer with our legisla
tors.
Grand Valley is in the district
of senators, Edgar J. Fredricks
for the Allendale campus and
Vernon J. Ehlers for the Grand
Rapids campus, and represen
tatives, Alvin J. Hoekman for
the Allendale campus and Tho
mas Mathieu for^ the Grand
Rapids campus.
Also receiving substantial at
tention from our lobbyists are
Sen. William Sederbuig, chair
man of the Senate Subcommit
tee on Appropriations for
Higher Education, and Rep.
Morris Hood Jr., chairman of
the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations for Higher Edu
cation, according to McLogan.

Pregnant Student Claims She Was Forced
To Leave Baylor University, Files Lawsuit
CPS — A Conner Baylor Uni
versity student has filed a lawsuit
against the university claiming
thatshe was forced to leave school
in 1967 because she was pregnant
and single.
The Dallas Civil Liberties Un
ion filed the lawsuit on behalf of
Dawn L. Bonner, charging cam
pus officials failed to tell her about
an “unwritten policy” that re
quires unmarried, pregnant stu
dents to leave the school, which is
run by the Southern Baptist Con
vention.
Baylor officials denied the
charges, noting the student handbook - - which Bonner had a copy
of - - warns students they must act

in “accordance” with Baptist val
ues.
“Few Baptists would condone
sex outside marriage,” concluded
Eugene Baker, executive assistant
to Baylor President Herbert Rey
nolds.
The suit also calls the policy
discriminatory because no male
has been expelled for making a
woman pregnant outside of mar
riage.
“In the event the man was
known, he would face the same
disciplinary measures,” said
Baker, who added Bonner was the
first woman to be expelled for
becoming pregnant
Baylor’s Board of Trustees has

discussed “clarifying” the rule,
and is due to take up the manor at
the next meeting, he said.
Bonner, a pre-med student, was
four months pregnant when she
asked her dorm mother if she
would have to move into private
housing because of herpregnancy.
.The lawsuit alleges she was
told, “We have a reputation to
keep and we can’t have you walk
ing around pregnant”
A counselor at the Waco cam
pus allegedly told Bonner she
could remain in school if she had
an abortion. Instead, Bonner left
campus in October, 1987 and
gave birth to a son in February,
1988.

Cheating, the report says, is
causing misleadingly high scores
on the most widely used standard
ized achievement tests in grade
schools, making it seem like “all
the children are above average,”
as in Garrison Keillor’s mythical
Minnesota town of Lake Wobe
gon.
“These tests that were once used
only as instructional aids now
assess class achievement, school
achievement, and district achieve
ment through students’ scores,”
the report said.
Eighty-three percent of 5,413
elementary school districts and 73

percent of 4,501 secondary dis
tricts surveyed are reporting stan
dardized achievement test scores
above national norms, the report
says.
In addition to surveys, Cannell
said he interviewed more than 300
teachers, college professors and
school administrators who admit
ted they or colleagues had tam
pered with tests or helped students
improperly.
Cheating includes pre-test
coaching by principals and teach
ers, giving students extra time to
take the tests, and even altering
answer sheets.

Teachers Helping Students
Cheat on Achievement Tests

CPS — Some educators are
helping their students cheat on
standardized achievement tests, a
school watchdog group claimed
the second week of September.
Intense pressure by parents,
politicians and the media for fast
educational reform are to blame,
says Friends for Education,
headed by New Mexico physician
John Jacob Cannell.
All but two states, Louisiana
and Arizona, are reporting aboveaverage scores, concluded “The
‘Lake Wobegon’: How Public
Educators Cheat on Achievement
Tests."

THE
MCC UPDATE
STU D E N T
SEN ATE N E W S

STUDENT SENATE
UPDATE

October 4,1989
MICHIG AN C O LLEG IA TE C O A LITIO N UPDATE
Here is your chance to get involved with a statewide organization of
students concerned with giving students a voice in ttfe state government
and providing a forum fordiscussing some of the problems which typically
affect Michigan students.
GVSU will be hosting the fall MCC General Assembly on October
27-29. There will be several representatives from each of the fifteen state
universities here at GVSU to approve the 1989 - 90 MCC platform and
budget. In addition there will be get-acquainted sessions, committee
meetings, an Executive Board meeting, and a Board of Govenors
meeting. _ All students are welcome and encouraged to sit on the
following committees:
1. Academic Affairs
--------2. Communications
3. Legislative Affairs
4. Committee on the Concerns of
Students of Color and Traditionally
Underrepresented Students
5. Women’s Affairs
For more information contact the Student Senate office at
895-3231.

.

STUDENT SENATE UPDATE
The Student Senate recently participated in a Student Activities training session. During
this session several issues or areas of concern were raised. Someof these were:

-commuter concerns
-transportation
•development of the downtown and Allendale campuses
-parking
-campus facilities
-housing visitation regulations

-ARA

-bookstore
-housing
-campus life
•curriculum
•general direction of GVSU
•multi-cultural concerns
-health care
-relationship of GVSU and Allendale
•gender concerns
-student services
•MCC / statewide / national awareness
•Student Life Fee
Do you have an interest in these issues? Or do you know ol others which the students
should be aware of? Then come to the Student Senate meetings, held every Thursday at 4:30
in the Portside room ol the Kirkhof Center, and voice your opinions.
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Student Newspaper Staffers Win Back Some Independance

CPS - - Journalists at Sonoma placing it under the guidelines of the newspaper.”
The enrollment requirement
State University have won back a the U.S. Supreme Court’s “Ha
bit of autonomy from the Publica zelwood decision” in 1988, which was a move to give students “a
tions Board, which oversees the
student newspaper.
The board, which last spring
'They certainly don't want any bad news. The
said it would restrict access to the
best way they can stop that is to stop the news
Star to those who sign up for an
accompanying class, backed off
paper."
after Star staffers printed a
— Alan Ben Barbour, Star editor-in-cheif
strongly worded SepL 12 editorial blasting the move as a “vio
lent attack” of censorship, and
won support from the university said school officials could censor total sense of the workings of the
student newspapers run as for- newspaper,” said pub board
community.
member Marty Blaze.* “But we
Staffers now are not required to credit classroom “laboratories.”
“They certainly don’t want any found out we can’t do that.”
enroll in the class.
The Star has in the past reported
Students saw the move as an bad news,” said Star editor-inattempt to givethe administration— ehiefAhuiBen Barbour. ‘T he best on health hazards on campus and
the university role in contaminat
editorial control over the paper by way they can stop that is to stop

ing an on-campus pond with
chemicals, which eventually de
stroyed marine life.
In a similar case, California
State University at Los Angeles
(CSULA) officials, who had
complained the student University
Times’ coverage of a death on
campus was compromising
CSULA’s legal defense against a
lawsuit, moved to make the Times
into a “laboratory newspaper” in
1988.
After resisting for three months,

PIERSMAS
PHARMACY

NIGHT CLASSES
From p. 1
Thanksgiving break giving stu
dents a full week off.
This plan would have every
class meeting the same number of
times.
According to Chic Blue, regis
trar, the problem with this plan is
that students may object to hav
ing class on Labor Day.
“Many students have jobs that
include working on Labor Day,”
she said, “or they want to spend
the holiday with their family.”
The current schedule was dis
cussed and approved by the ex
ecutive committee faculty senate
and the student senate. It was de
signed to reflect the needs of the
students and was based on the
amount of credit hours needed and
the exam schedule.
According to Bob Fletcher, the
hardest part of changing the sched
ule is satisfying everyone’s needs.
“There will never be a calendar
that everyone will like, “he said.

Publisher Joan Zyda was fired.
She has since sued the school, al
leging she was dismissed for run
ning articles critical of President
James Rosser.
At the University of Colorado
at Boulder, last year’s yearbook,
distributed at the beginning of
September, drew heavy criticism
for its allegedly offensive com
ments including a headline that
called CU President Gordon Gee
a “murderer” of academic qual
ity.

” YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE A N D MORE"

5 Pharmacists to serve you,
with fast, friendly service and
advice
FREE ADVICE WHENEVER YOU NEED IT

Ask our pharmacists any questions, at any time, on
any of your health needs, non-prescription or
prescription,
vitamins, remedies or other items

QUESTIONS ON HEALTH
RELATED TOPICS?
Our Pharmacists Can Help You

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

C all 895-4358 - We'U gladly quote you a price

on your prescription.

FAST, FRIENDLY,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.
EASY PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFER SERVICE

Then gel in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore,
you could complete your basic train
ing during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $ 1100
during each session

■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one len-week
summer session
■ You can take free civilian frying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
Ifyou're looking to move up quickly, look inlo the Marine Corps
undergraduate o flk» commission
ing program. You could
start off making more
than i 19,000 a year

Wantto move
up quickly?

W en lo o kin g fa a fa r good m en

Just bring us the bottle, wc will do the rest.
While you're here, browse through our large
Am erican Greeting Card and Gift Depart
ment, find your favorite cosmetics from
Revlon, M aybellinc, Cover Girl and more.
Plus - school and office supplies, jewelry,
personal care, appliances, photo supplies,
toys, candy, convenience foods - and more!
PIERSM A'S PHARMACY, "yourfull service
drugstore and more, " also provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U tility B ill C o llectio n
O ne D »y D ry C lea n in g Service
C o p y M a c h in e S erv ice -1 5 #
P ostage S tam ps
L arge S electio n o f G e n e ric D rugs
R ussell S to v e r C andy
N ex t D ay or Free P hoto F inishing 6 D ays a
W eek
• 10% S tu d en t P rescrip tio n D iscount
• C o m p u te rize d P rescrip tio n R ecords
We accept m oil 3rd pany imurence program including:
M edtcaid, PUP, Care Q ioicei. BCBS. PCS. PAID, M ESSA,
SET. Health Care Netwodc, T eam iien, Aetna, Medimet,
BuOcrwonh HMO, Partner! HMO, and others.
Y O U R FU LL S E R V IC E D R U G S TO R E A N D M O R E "

PIERSMAS
PHARMACY11!

447 S T A N D A L E P L A Z A • 6857 L A K E M I C H . D R .
453 4980
895 4358

Call for m ore inform ation 1-800-292-1969.

S lJiid.itu
9 9 M on - S at,

Allciid.ilo
9 9 M on Fri ; 9 6 Sat

Wednesday
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My Turn

Your Turn To Speak Out

m w m

Phantom of the Lanthorn Reinforces Liberal Education

By Stu MacKenzie

O p in io n E d ito r

The past three weeks have involved some
philosophic detective work in addition to the normal
“Safe Sex” Avoids Primary Issue editorial duties. The Lanthorn has experienced the
. power of the pen of a person we have dubbed “The
Dear Editor,
Phantom Editor.” The Phantom seemed to be a
Our congratulation go out to R.M. Clinkscale for his perception that throwback to the Merry Pranksters of the ’70s,
StuMacKenzie is able to rise abovemorality (Sept.13 Opinion Page). —although not nearly as topical nor effective.-----------Someone has been slipping into our offices and
We ought to leave “rising above morality” with other relativists like
inserting
copy into final, proofed versions of articles.
Stalin, Hitler, Nixon and some televangelists.
At
first
it
almost seemed like a game, “keeping us on
We advocate a safe behavior (abstinence or mutually faithful
our
toes.”
When the Phantom’s edit appeared on a
monogamy) which virtually guarantees people freedom from sexually
second
issue’s
boards (the assembled pages we send
transmitted diseases (STD’s).
to
the
printer),
the game was beginning to seem a
In contrast, MacKenzie and Clinkscale advocate a very dangerous
little
too
high-risk.
behavior (fornication) which maximizes individuals’ exposure to no harm done. But the changes were caught, and
incurable and fatal STD’s and then, to somewhat reduce the danger Then came week three of the Phantom’s reign. This
involved, suggest we stake our health and lives on an inadequate 50-ccnt time,
I didn’t find all the changes. Harm done.
piece of semi-permeable latex (10 cents at the Field House). What kind
I
didn’t
want to run a correction notice on “Felonies
of two-faced double talk is that?! Why expose oneself to the danger at Are Forever”
until I could feel assured that the
all? MacKenzie and Clinkscale deliver disease and death in the name of Phantom had derived enough “kicks” to feel self"saving lives”!!
satisfied. After two weeks with no mysterious
Why won’t Clinkscale tell us how he’ll deal with that percentage of additions to the paper, that time seems to have come.
people who acquire incurable or fatal diseases because theyfollowed his Thanks go to all those who called to ask whether
advice? He should bear partial responsibility. The Lanthorn is equally the word “shit” was necessary or relevant in that
dishonest; Clinkscale’s Sept. 27 letter was titled “Moral Issues Should editorial (issue 4, p.4, column 2,14). No, it was not
Not Impede Health Concerns," and Clinkscale backed away from the
moral standards which advance our health concerns. This hypocrisy in
the face of a life-and-death issue is both cowardly and criminal!
Sex outside of marriage has always been wrong, and no amount of
rhetoric, relativism or technological advancement can change that Those
students who follow MacKenzie and Clinkscale are their lawful prey.
We will be here to help reassemble the pieces of those lives they leave
shattered in their wake. We’ll be here.

Nor was it intended. The word written was “hit”,
used to develop a parallel construction to the
previous paragraph. The similarity in spellings
fooled the proofreaders and me.
The word itself is not a source of irritation. What
is upsetting is the way the changed word changed
the context of the sentiments expressed, and
interrupted the train of thought of the reader. The
destruction of context works contrary to the aims
of the writer and the interpreting process of the
reader.
Another upsetting aspect of the Phantom's visits
was the little acculturated voice inside me that
urged installation of a security system on the
computers here. The old voices of every
authoritative teacher, boss, preacher, safety patrol
officer and basic MacGruff-type character cascaded
into my consciousness. "Make rules." "Force a
password on everyone." "Find the answer to the
problem."
In the end, I put my trust in the maturing process
of the Phantom and the intelligence of the readers.
Faith in humans’ development won out over the
, "quick fix" of rules and authority.
As the school year progress, we’re all going to
experience someone attempting to alter our words
and ideas. Administrators will change the words
See PHANTOM, p. 5

The Question:

In behalf of all officers of
Collegiate Bible Studies
Brian C. Sayers

What is your biggest compliment or
complaint about ARA?

ARA Operations-

Dear Editor,
Since my freshman year, in 1987, students have been victims of the
ARA food service monopoly. We have stood in unreasonable lines,
been uninformed of the hours of operation which are much too
inconsistent, paid prices that were completely out of context for a college
campus and eaten foods high in fats and starches and low in flavor.
The students currently living on-campus are required to purchase a
meal plan. There are three options: 12 meal, 19 meal or Board Plus. I
will admit the greater options are appreciated by the students. However,
for the first four weeks of school very few individuals knew or understood
the new system. ARA did not even inform employees at the registers, or
food counters about what was going on. Whdre were we to eat on
weekends and how much could be purchased1? Confusion still exists
about the above matters. ARA will tell you there are signs posted anc
that staff are available for questions. However, the signs were only
recently posted and many of their employees still seem confused.
The major confusion however, has existed as to the hours of operation
in the North Commons. For some reason The North Commons is only
open 4:30 p.m. to 6; 15 p.m. on Sundays versus during the week when
the hours are 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Okay ARA, why not be open 15
minutes longer on Sunday and stop aggravating the students who come
in at 6:17 p.m. and, truly unaware of the hours, do not receive food. This
is ridiculous.
In addition, the prices we pay for food are unreasonable. 1 can eat
cheaper at McDonalds. Let me give you an examples of food prices:
$.90 for a can of pop (catering price for organizations-^.), $1.55 for a
20 oz. orange juice, $1.95 for a chintzy deli sandwich filled with fat,
$.70 for a bagel and probably most absurd, $.55 fora 2 pieces of toast.
Getting the picture yet? These are costs beyond restaurant costs and
we’re not even being served by a waitress of receiving quality food. At a
recent student on campus function, it was cheaper to buy numerous
Domino’s pizzas, have them delivered, and purchase 10 2-liter bottles
of brand name soda productsthanto purchase equal amounts from ARA.
They will tell us it s due to union costs, overhead costs and the percent
of commission due to Grand Valley for allowing them to serve us (his
food. Well, maybe ARA needs to reconsider its profit margin—
accommodate and satisfy a few more students and more people would
eat here on campus.
Furthermore, the food served is not nutritional. Most products are
See ARA, p. 5

Carolyn Smith

Sr. N ursing

“I find the food here delicious. I
have no complaints about its
nutrition...I think it contains all
the recommended daily
allowances for GVSU students.”

Susan Howell

S o. A cco u n tin g

“I don’t cat here. I commute.

Baart Duffield

S r. M a rk etin g

“They have some awesome
pizza. The rest of the food is
average. The cafeteria food is
excellent, although the food in
the Kirkhof Center is kind of
expensive.’’

Tammy Eaton

S o . E n g lish

“(It’s) expensive. I can’t afford
it. 1 (would) go broke if I ate
here.”

Dave Goebel

Joe Helgert

“If I eat here I bring a lunch.’

“I think they should promote
more health foods.”

S o. B u sin ess M a n a g em en t

P rof. C o m m u n ic atio n s

A

ARA, p. 4 _____

fried on the grijl or deep fried in Cat This is true in the delis and North
Commons. It was another of my understandings that the the North
Commons is equipped to serve fresh food hot from ovens and stovepots
for increased taste and temperature. What's the problem, ARA? You say
there are too many to serve, but wasn’t half the idea in giving greater
meal options to reduce the number of students eating in the North
Commons and serve the hot tasteful food you so kindly talk about And
I do mean talk about! In this age of preventative medicine you would
think ARA could offer nutritional information about the Cat, cholesterol
and sodium levels to those purchasing your food.
Finally, ARA may say that I have never approached them or been at
their food service meetings, but I have done both and have had very little
success. If ARA would conduct a campus-wide survey they would find
this opinion to be equally shared.
So, if you live off-campus, and the only lunch you have is the one they
prepare—then don’t just sit there and it eat it peacefully—speak out and
tell them how you feel!
Sincerely,
Bethany LeButt

Cartoon Draws Strong Repsonse

Dear Editor,
I wish to respond to “The Abortion Debate Simplified” cartoon on the
Sept. 27 opinion page.
I was very offended. The cartoon depicts pregnant women in a very
unbecoming manner. It’s easy to see the cartoonist’s message: pregnant
women have no minds of their own (note the blank stare), and are
basically undesirable (note the unstylish clothing, the outdated hairdo,
and feet which protrude farther out in front of her than her bulging
abdomen). What’s wrong with pregnant women? Wasn’t your mom
ever pregnant? Of course she was.
Furthermore, labeling the one side “Pro Choice” is misleading and
deceptive. Those people are only “pro-choice" as long as their group
chooses. The proof of this is that, as a group, they adamantly refuse to
allow fathers any choice, and more important, the child gets no choice
(the child gets to die—what kind of choice is that?). Freedom means
choice...for everybody. When only a select group of people gets to
choose, freedom is lost. There is something very un-free about one
individual choosing death for another.
Furthermore, I hold to the pro-life viewpoint, and I resent your telling
me I view the mom as an “expendable incubator.” All people are precious,
nonexpendable human beings. If you want to label people “expendable,”
you need to talk to those liars who call themselves “pro-choice"—they
know who they can kill with governmental approval and who they can’t
Furthermore, the overall thrust of the cartoon perpetrates the myth
that, regardless of one’s position on the issue, somebody is expendable.
Wrong again! Over 99 percent of all women giving birth in the U.S.
survive childbirth, and 99.9 percent of their children are bom alive. It’s
clearly not an either/or proposition.
The “pro-choice" position is indefensible. Let it go.
Sincerely,
Dan Hobbs
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Phantom

Page 5

From p. 4
we're used toT professors will
challenge our ideas, or the world
will come along and just flat out
tell us "it won't work."
This is the essence of a liberal
arts education—to meet
challenges to what we "don't
know" and what we "already
know" with an open and confident
mind. There is a great temptation
to respond from a defensive
position, to treat conflict as threat
But conflict is the only tool we
have to introduce change into our
lives.
The next time a Phantom
attempts to change your intel
lectual "final draft", take the
opportunity to exercise your brain,.
and not just exorcise thesfrain,-----
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UPB Concert Com m ittee Presents:

10 MINUTE SERVICE
INCLUDES:
LUBRICATION, OIL & FILTER
CHECK AND FILL ALL FLUID LEVELS

791-1788

5015 Lk. Michigan Dr. in Standale

GVSU Students!
Every Tuesday is

DRAFT NIGHT!
at

L IN C O L N C O U N T R Y
C LU B

Drink Specials
Every hour!
Free Popcorn!

I 9pm to lam
EVERY Tuesday

Featuring:

October 29 @ 8:00 p.m. sharp
Fieldhouse Arena GVSU
Tickets on sale in the Student Activities Office, Kirkhof Center
------and at all Believe In Music locations

$16.50 for GVSU students with I.D.
$19.50 for General Public
$25.00 for a limited number of premium seats

The Round Mound
of Sound
Must be 21-years old with valid ID

FUNDED W ltH THE STUDENT LIFE FEE
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News Perspective

Disregarding of Buses a Dangerous Situation on M-45
back of school buses on M-45.
The flashers are there to give
News Editor
the kids a chance at crossing the
I cringed, I always see the worse busy M-45.
The buses are picking up or
scenario in my mind. This time it
didn’t happen, I pray it never does. dropping off school children when
By Tim Syrek

It seems more and
more on my way to Grand Valley
from Grand Rapids I see cars pass
right through the stop lights on the

a car
goes right by.
The flashing lights are there to
give school children a chance to

cross the street. Without these
lights they wouldn’t have a
chance.
The speed of traffic on M-45
has been well documented - the
average speed of a vehicle is about
65 mph,
according
to the Ott a w a
C o un ty
S h eriff
D epartment.
Wha t
chance do
these kids
h a v e
against a
car that is
going 60
mph?
They don’t
- it’s plain
a n d
simple.
If a child
comes out around the bus and a
car in total ignorance drives
through the flashers there would

Women, Minority SAT Scores Drop

36 As far aa
40 Want
1 Roomlnharam 42 Approaches
45 Wine cup
4 Equally
47 Hospital
6 Sumptuous
section
48 Food program
11 Stay
50 Writes
13 Sword
52 Extremely
15 Naar
terrible
16 Frowns
54 FuflH
18 Sun god
55 Negative prefix
18 Latin
56 Make ready
conjunction
SO M s 's partner
21
Certain
61 Mend
23 Without and
63
Slice of fish
24
Cicatrix
without bone
26 Riaa and fan
65 Cares for
ofooaan
66 Symbol for
28 Franch for
tellurium
summer
29 SmaH stoves 67 Individual
31 Small chlldron
DOWN
33 Tautonie dalty
34 Liquid maasura 1 Anglo-Saxon
money
36 Gangstar's girl 2 Discover
frtand

(CPS) - Years of slow prog “Standing Up to the SAT," a
ress by women and minority stu newly published book by the
dents on the Scholastic Aptitude Masssachusetts-based watchdog
Test (SAT) stalled during the last group FairTest
“The SAT is simply not level
school year, results released Sept
playing field for women and mi
12 showed.
Average combined scores of norities.”
College Board president
tlie SAT, sponsored by The Col
Donald
Stewart blamed the dis
lege Board and administered by
ttefidm uiaiial Testing Service in parities on differing educational
P r i r i c S d r o £ > e d a point opportunities: “Score differences
from last year to 903.
among ethnic groups and between
Male test-takers averaged men and women reflect wide dis
934, a point higher than last year, parities in academic preparation,
but women’s combined scores or lack of it."
•dipped two points to 875. Non
American Indians suffered
white students, although they the biggest drop among ethnic
scored 881,11 points higher than groups, averaging a combined
last year’s average, still trailed 812, down 9 points on the verbal
white students, who improved 2 section and 7 on the math.
points to 937.
The best gain was by Puerto
Black test-takers fared the Ricans, who rose 5 points on the
worst, averaging 737, the same as verbal to 360, and 4 on the math
last year. ■
to 406.
y
U.S. Education Secretary
The national averages have
Lauro Cavazos called the results changed little over the past sev
“disheartening at the end of a eral years, though blacks, Hispandecade marked by substantial ics and Asian-Americans have
education reform efforts.”
gained ground, even though their
The latest scores “prove that scores still trail overall averages.
the College Board and ETS have
Observers in past years have
failed to address the issue of bias,” attributed yearly variations in
said Bob Schaeffer, co-author of scores to everything from the per
centage of high schoob seniors
taking the test, the size of testtakers’
families, the school reform
I -------------------------------------------- 1
movement and even atmospheric
nuclear testing.
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Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

4 la III

5 Long nose of
swine

3
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Call: 895-4308
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48 Tentative sketch
61 Bridge
53 Great Lake

57 Free of

58 Spanish article
60 Consumed
62 Hebrew letter
64 Behold!

167
COU£GE PRESS SERVICE

DOUGHERTY
From p. 1

Free Haircut, Color or P erm !

for only $10.00!

<ay0S"

10 Cylindrical
12 Symbol for
silver
14 More unusual
17 Court order
20 Zest
23 Brother of Odin
24 Compass point
25 Shower
27 Short jacket
30 Killed
32 Winter vehicle
35 Chiefs
37 Deposited
38 Nocturnal
mammal
39 Egg dish
41 Fall in drops
43 Unlock again
44 Street: abbr.

48 Article

O ffers

( up to three ite m s )

6 Liberty
7 Organ of
hearing
8 Part of church
9 Spanish for

3 Morning
monogram

[13

Peppinos
Pizza

Two 12 inch Pizzas

I usually catch up to the car
waiting to turn into campus or
along Campus Drive.
So how much time does it save
running through the bus? Little,
and forthe danger these kids lives
are in isn’t worth it. ■
Freshman coming here for the
first time may never have had to
deal with a situation like this, they
may have never seen the blinking
lights on the back of buses. But
does that give them the excuse to
put these kids lives in danger?
The Ottawa County Sheriff
Department is so concerned about
the lives of these kids that they
installed a full time patrol on M45.
Deputy Jeff Mucha is that pa
trol and said his job was to keep
the traffic speed down and to
enforce basic traffic laws.
“People run through the
(school) bus stops. I pull them over
and they say, ‘I didn’t see the bus. ’
How can someone miss a big yel
low semi with flashers?” he asked.
“I just want people to know I am
out there and to drive cautiously.”

be injury and maybe death.
Being late for class is not an
excuse to disregard the flashing
lights, the sheriff deputy who pulls
you over for the violation likely
won’t buy that excuse, and nei
ther will the kids whose lives are
in danger.
Hie buses spend about a min
ute loading end unloading kids at
each stop, will that minute make
you late for class?
It is better to be late for a class
than to have a court appointment
with a District Court Judge.
If a child is hit by a driver there
is a good chance that the driver
will serve jail time, according to
officials from the Ottawa County
Prosecutors office.
The charges could range from
negligent homicide to involuntary
manslaughter.
The minimum fine for the traf
fic violation is $55 and three
points on your license.
I know that some of the drivers
are commuters from Grand Rap
ids attending Grand Valley Stu
dents. —

M en and W om en needed for a Redken and Paul Mitchell
Professional Hair Seminar to demonstrate the latest hairstyles,
his is your chance to get a great new look fro m top International hair designers.^
Be a part of the Midwest's largest hair and fashion show Novem ber 4 - 6
at Devos Hall and the A m w ay Grand Plaza Hotel,
all in exchange for your time.

For more information, call Ondy or Kirk
atM alys
(616) 942-0060

^ ___„

/
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factor in the accident, and no citations were issued.
Dougherty, 19, was a freshman
at Grand Valley.
The driver of the car, Rosen
thal, 19, of Birmingham, and
Nagel, 19, of Grand Rapids were
not injured in the accident.
In “urban surfing” people ride
on the hood or the trunk of a car.
Deputies said the car is used as a
type of surf board.
"It is all sort of numb right
now,” Terry Dougherty said.

/
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New Living Centers Dedicated Over Weekend /— Counselor’s Corner

Richard DeVos, Robert Pew, and William Pickard recieve honors.
By Sherry Lingerfelt

ceremony over to President Lub
bers.
President Lubbers expressed his
feeling that, “good living condi
tions cpntribute to academic suc
cess and housing units with under

honor,” and that it was, “a real
thrill to see what Grand Valley is
today."
The Family Day activities
Robert Kleiner was the next
opened on Saturday with a short
former Board member to be hon
dedication ceremony for the Livored. Kleiner was the first demoingr Centers Complex n i
crafon the board. President LubKleiner Commons.
effectively,” which is why more bers said Kleiner exhibited, “an
Dr. Bart Meikle, dean of stu living centers were built
intense loyalty and a real commit
dent services, opened the cere
President Lubbers first honored ment, the kind of dedication that
mony. He explained that in 198S Richard DeVos, who was a Board builds a university.”
it became apparent that Grand Trustee member from 1975The final person honored was
Valley needed to increase its 1982. DeVos made important William Pickard. Pickard played
housing. The living centers, the contributions during the years an important role in minority af
second project of this type in two when Grand Valley was hit hard fairs at Grand Valley. He was a
years, house 228 students.
by the Michigan recession and had Board member from 1977-1988.
Dean Merkle mentioned that to cut its budget by 10 percent in
In addition to the framed pic
, Grand Valley’s living centers the middle of the year.
ture, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
provide the best housing anywhere
President Lubbers then honored also presented Pickard with a
in the country, and the objective Robert Pew. Pew's dedication was plaque acknowledging his many
of both living center projects was, a key factor in the planning of the contributions to minority devel
“to provide the best housing fa downtown center. Pew, like the opment here at Grand Valley
cilities we possibly could.”
other three honordes, was pre State.
He thanked the architects and sented with a framed picture of
Dean Merkle closed the dedi
contractors. Among them were the building named after him. In . cation with a reminder of the other
Terry Sack, Rick Henke and Doug his remarks. Pew said he was, "de activities taking place during
Klunk. Merkle then turned the lighted to accept such a great Family Day.
Lanthom Staff Writer

By Wayne Kinzie
Not since the days of Prohi
bition have we heard so much
debate, concern and commit
ment to what needs to be done
about the drug and alcohol
abuse]
th e ostrich is probably the
only being on earth unaware
of this issue. Drug abuse is one
of the top agenda items from
the White House to family dis
cussions throughout much of
America. Since research on
cause, effects and remedies is
yet in its childhood, much dis
agreement abounds among
even those who are supposed
to know. However there is
agreement that education and
prevention is vital. In this re
gard, your Counseling Center
wants to let you know of the
various ongoing campus activi
ties focused on aspects of al
cohol and other substance
abuse:

• Alcoholics. AnaayinQus
meetings are held each Fri
Army Offers More Jobs and
day from 12 noon to 1 p.m. in
the Kirkhof Center (Bay or
Money During Babybust Period - > beCove).
All you have to do to
a port o f this group is be

By Janine Brown

college, you can take part in the

ing, contacts lackman at531-37DO.

dealing with the effects that such
families have had on their chil
dren’s lives as adults.
• One part of the Counseling
Center’s Peer Counselor Program focuses on Alcohol Use
Education. The Peer Counselor
r this is available to
meet with groups of students to
discuss basic issues of alcohol
use and abuse.
• Hie recently created posi
tion of Coordinator of Alcohol
Education has been filled by Ms.
Kathy Polderman. She will be
involved in numerous activities
and programs designed to edu
cate the campus community on
alcohol issues.
■ Dogs. Ealing Ic m fc you?
is an ongoing support group for
individuals who feel that food
plays an all-important and nega
tive part in their lives. This
group will begin meeting in the
Winter semester.
• The current Counseling
Center staff is involved in their
own professional development
in the area of substance abuse
through such programs as the
Specialty Program in Alcohol
and Brng Abuse (SEABA3 at
W e s te r n M ic h ig a n U n iv e r s ity .
If you have questions con
cerning any of the above, con
tact the Counseling Center, 152
Commons, ext 3266.

Army’s Loan Repayment Plan. Blackman can show you a video there.
* A dult Children___of
Each year, at least one third of presentation. By asking a few ques
Dysfunctional
(alcoholic or
Sergeant Blackman, Grand your educational loans are paid tions, he can give you an idea of
Valley’s recruiter representative, off. This means, that within a three what you can possibly earn in the otherwise) Families is a group
would like to tell you as students, year enlistment, your loan will be Army,
what the Army can do for you.
paid off.
According to Blackman and
Special incentives are offered Four Guys to Stand Around Grand Valley
Captain Croin, the Army is doing to college graduates of the Army.
more recruiting from colleges Under certain circumstances,
because of the “baby bust” The graduates can automatically be
“baby bust” is the opposite of the come officers and trained recruit
“baby boom;” a decline of people ers can begin a job in their fields,
in their late teens and early twen directly after basic training. For
ties. The Army is offering more others, jobs can be saved for up
incentives, in order to recruit col to a year before you go into the
lege students.
Army.
Their aim is not to get students
Over 300 jobs exist for males
to drop out of college, but to of to choose from. Females have the
fer an opportunity for students choice of 250 non-combat jobs.
who are short of money or need a Someone interested in learning
break from college, to earn money and using a language in the Army
for their education. The G.I. Bill can be sent to Monterry, Califor
plus the Army College Fund, in nia for an intensive study of one
which you can earn $25,200 for of these highly needed languages:
Russian, German, modem Arabic,
college, are both offered.
No matter what your enlistment Korean, Czechoslovakian or
period is, $100 is deducted from sometimes even Spanish. Lin
your monthly pay for one year. guists can obtain jobs that are top
The government will then contrib secret
What makes enlisting even
ute, “up to eight dollars for each
dollar you’ve already contrib better is the chance to attend col
uted.” If you qualify, the army will lege, with up to a 90 percent disTop Chicago nightclubs such as
monizing, portraying their own
By Cheryl Frye
ronnt while on off-duty time.
vocal instruments^ comedy antf Duka’s, the Roxy and Orphan’s
your education. In order to receive Those credits, and those acquired C am p u s L ife E ditor
are also a part of the Four Guys
parodies.
at
the
language
institution,
can
be
this money, you must be enrolled
Standing Around’s credentials.
What?
You
said
A
Cappella
They
got
their
start
in
Chicago,
transferred
to
most
any
college
in a school approved by the Vet
They have done numerous livei
Rock?
That’s
right.
The
Four
Guys
of
course.
The
Four
Guys
Stand
you choose when you get out
erans Administration.
radio
appearances on top Chicago!
Standing
Around
are
arriving
on
ing
Around
have
performed
from
If any of this sounds interestIf you already owe money for
Grand Valley’s main campus the street comers of Chicago to stations and had several featureThursday, October 5, after wow national television appearances. articles done on them in the Chi-1
ing Chicago audiences for the past
The group can be seen in a cago Tribune, the Chicago Sun
It’s here! It’s now! It’s wow! It’s Writer Circle! Writer’s Circle is a year.
McDonald’s television commer Times and the New York Post.
The Chicago Tribune said, “The
new student run organization. It’s purpose is for students interested
The Four Guys Standing Around cial, "Four for Breakfast." Also,
Four
Guys are definitely on a roll
in creative writing to meet, swap ideas, add insights and sharea com is a four-man group whose mem you can hear them doing 30- and
mon love for writing. Meetings will be held every Thursday at Port- bers are Scott MacEwen, Rick 60-second McDonald spots on — they are in demand.” They will
side, Kirkhof Center from 3 4 p.m. These meetings are o £ n to ev- Vamos, Noah Budin and Darren national radio. They have also be standing around Thursday, Oc
^eryone. For further information contact Chns Lentine at 895-5271, ^ Stephens. Their act includes har done radio spots for Pepsi-Cola. tober 5 at 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof.
— —
L a n th o m S ta ff W rite r

" Writer's Circle Starting
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Taylor Mason - —
(right), comedian at
Family Day, created
quite a laugh.
According to the
Student Activities
Department, "he
was one o f the best
comedians we've
ever had."
Copeland Dorm
welcomedfamilies
with this banner
(center).
PHOTOS BY
WENDY HILL

if*

Winning Essay

As Family Day at Grand Valley
State University draws near, I feel
inspired to nominate my parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William McClain, Jr. as par
ents of the day. This is a very special
honor which I feel my parents de
serve. I don’t think that I would ever
have a problem that I couldn’t talk to
them about. My parents are always
there for me. I know that there isn’t
anything that they wouldn’t do for
me. Because of their encouragement,
I strive to reach the pinnacle in eve
PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY rything that I do. Something or some
one must arouse everyone’s desire to
Virgee L. McClain's parents. Mr. and Mrs. McClain, Jr., were Grand
Valley's Parents o f the Day on Family Day.
achieve success. For me, it is my par
ents. Achieving success requires
dedication,
determination and good,
Virgee McClain has the...
hard work. Because of their support,
I know that I will be a success in any
course that I take. Both my mother
the world.”
By Catherine Grayson
and father work hard helping people
Staff Writer
McClain, who is from Balavia, every day. My father is an adult proIllinois, enjoys baton twirling, 4 bation officer and my mother teaches
Saturday, September 30th was public speaking and writing. She at a home for delinquent boys. Every
Family Day on Grand Valley’s has also become active in such day they encourage me and others to
main campus. Many activities on- campus activities as Minority always do our very best and to never
were planned to make the day Business Programs, Minority Stu give up. They are always trying to
special for everyone, but for one dent Entrepreneurs of Tomorrow, help someone. My father’s famous
freshman and her parents this day Black Student Union and dormi slogan is that “you are the greatest.” I
was even more memorable.
tory floor government.
have so much fun when I am around
The Student Activities Office
McClain said that she was them. Just the other day, one of my
sponsored a contest in which any drawn to Grand Valley because friends asked me how my parents By Cheryl Frye
Grand Valley student could nomi of its “excellent school of busi were
doing. She proceeded to tell me Campus Life Editor
nate his or her parents as Parents ness and top-rate accounting pro that she
was having a bad day. She
of the Day. The winner of the gram.”
A perfect Michigan autumn
tried
to
think
of something pleasant,
contest and his or her parents
She comes from a close-knit and my father's smiling face came to day, complete with 70 degree
would be special honordes for the family that consists of two older her mind. It makes me very happy to weather, sunshine and leaves turn
day which would entitle them to sisters and her mother and father, know
many of my friends and all ing magnificent colors, welcomed
free lodging, luncheon tickets and Mr. and Mrs. William McClain, of the that
members that they have Grand Valley students and fami
seats next to President Lubbers at Jr. McClain said that because of met at staff
Grand Valley State look for lies to this year’s Family Day.
Saturday’s home football game.
the closeness of her family, it has ward to my parents' return. I would
Saturday, September 30, was
This year’s winner was fresh been very difficult to be so far never hesitate to spend lime with my filled with events for every
man accounting major Virgee away.
parents because I enjoy their com body. Saturday morning began
McClain. In a one page essay
"Overall," McClain said, “the pany so much. My father is an excel with the dedicauon of the three
McClain explained why she felt friendly people and beautiful lent cook. Every morning he would new living centers and the Kleiner
her parents were best qualified to campus” of Grand Valley has be up early just so that he could fix Commons. The honorees were
fill the position of parents of the helped her to adjust to being away his three daughters a hot breakfast awarded with pictures of the
day. When asked why she decided from her family and the two before school. My mother is a “sweet
to emeu McClain responded, “i people she ealls, “the greatest Georgia peach”. She loves to sew, and
feel I have the greatest parents in parents in the world.”
my sisters and 1 always had the neat
est looking outfits. When I decide to
become a parent, 1 would like to be
just like my parents, because every
child deserves the best and I wouldn’t
Resumes 1 I’g with 25 Originals - $70.00
Student Typing Service - $2 OO/PG
trade my parents for anything. I thank
God
lor having such wonderful par
Advanced Word Processing Features Available
ents
and
I love them with all my heart.
I ypfaft Q uaijtt I.asfr Printer
Mr. & Mrs. William McClain, Jr.
S to r e d f o r E a s y a n d I n e x p e n s iv e U p d a tin g
should be honored as parents of the
'J^uunsu (la uU , 4 'difa ffe tn tfir '_/ ^furrnirnt ^jjire
day on Sept. 30th because they truly
SPfcmuzeo computcn srnvices
co« 89^9567 u , opponent
arc special. Just wait until you meet
locquelyn Petemon
ftvollobl* 900-800 Moo Sot
them.

"Greatest Parents in the World"

WORD PROCESSING

buildings that bear their names.
President Lubbers and Dr. Ban
Merkle spoke to the distinguished
honorfes and the audience.
A luncheon was held for close
to 250 students and their family
members. The luncheon was a big
success, according to the Student
Activities Office.
Throughout the day, a craft
show took place in Grand Valley s
Fieldhouse. The craft show was
sponsored by the Varsity Swimming and Diving team. All proceeds from the booth rental will
go to the teams. According u>
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The fans at
Saturday's football
game (right) were
treated to a
rowsing 4 9 -1 0
victory by Jack
Hull (12) and the
tfeated Laker
football team.
Dan James and
Andy "Haus"
Werschky (left)
show an extra
measure of
enthusiasm during
the game.
PH OTO BY BOB COO LEY

PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
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A craft fair, sponsored by the Varsity Swimming and Diving team, was
held in the fteldhouse on Family Day. According to the varsity
swimming and diving coach, Dewey L. Newsome, the amount o f booths
doubled from last year.
Jennie Haire (left), owner of Jennie's Glass Studio in Hastings, makes
glass pumpkins during the craft fair.
Milt M osier (below) selling wooden wares at the craft fair.

PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
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S U C C E S S

. ! Newsome, the Varsity
aid diving coach, “ It was a
well attended and received
sh. a Ihe number of booths
Nee hi-in last year. “
le siie between Grand Val
ii t V>,e, lie State highlighted
:.<h>m 1,'nder a sunny sky
iM- • Medium, students and
: en toyed a smashing
'In' <i\ SI leakers At
. mass hand perform1 i.ue which included
. alley marching band
a high school hands,
iiiinuincemenl of rec

ognition was made, honoring the
winner of SAOs essay contest,
Virgee McClain, and her family.
Saturday, comedian Taylor Ma
son entertained students and their
parents. Using his puppet as a
character in his act, he joked about
campus life and Allendale. Stu
dent Activities believes Mason put
on one ol the best shows in lour
years.
Ihis year’s Family Day was one
ol the best attended and received
in Grand Valley's history, accord
ing to officials with the Student
Activities ()l Iice.
PHO TO B Y BOB C tX M .F Y

PHOTO BY WENDY HILL

Five area high school bands
participated in Band Day during
halftime of Saturday's football
game. The marching bands were
(left and lower left); Benzoma
Benzie Central High, Carson
City-Crystal High. Farmington
High, Grand High. Lawton
High, and Marcellus High
PHOTO (LEFT) BY
BKENT ASHCROFT
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The Top Ten reasons why Grand Valley has
"The Laker" as the school mascot.

5. Dan Quayle was too busy
Compiled by Rob Bennett mmsg preparing
to be a future historic

By Amy Lutz
I never thought that expanding
my horizons would be so expen
sive. I took two art classes to sup
posedly better myself and what dp
I get? 603 different pencils, a box
that looks like I’m taking Intro to
Fishing and a maxed-out Visa
card.
What does Visa have to do with
art classes? $$$$$.
I love all the supplies, but
OOOOO! my funds are running
low.
What ever happened to the art
supply of childhood? You know
which one I mean. Your friend and
mine— the crayon.
I would love to use crayons for
my art classes. They’re blendable,
not messy, if I need a precise point
I can just use the handy-dandy
shaipener for all those intricate
details and they’re cheap!

Remember the joys of crayons?
Trying to stay in the lines in that
very special Hong Kong Phooey
coloring book or just gazing at all
the different colors in the box of
64 non-toxic Crayola Crayons.
Personally, I only got one box
of 64 when I was in elementary
school and I was extremely jeal
ous of the kids who got a brand
new box every fall.
Sure, the school gave us those
cheapo 8 packs and my mom (a
first grade teacher) brought us
home lots of crayons from school
and threw them in the Buster
Brown shoe box, but it just wasn’t
the same as the Crayolas in the
green and yellow box. Who wants
to use crayons chewed up by a
hungry 7-year-old when you can
have 64 “Different Brilliant Col
ors?”

The GRArt Museum
Presents iA/icfy Warhol:
Fifteen Minutes of Fame
By Andrew K ar
Features Editor
Andy Warhol: Fifteen Minutes
o f Fame opened at the Grand
Rapids Art Museum on Septem
ber 15, with forty portraits selected
to represent his career.
Andrew Warhola was bom in
Pittsburgh on August 6,1928. He
embarked on a career as a com
mercial artist, and in the 1960’s
became an inde
pendent a r t i s t , --------- —
famous for his at
traction to the
everyday and his
obsession with
popular culture.
He died following
routine surgery on
February 22,
1987.
Warhol’s work
comments on t h e ------------- influences of pop
culture and mass media on perception.This commentary on the
media is profoundly felt through
his Jackie collages from 1964-65.
Warhol takes several photos of
Jacqueline Kennedy and through
a series of works in which he jux
taposes the chronological order of
the photos, presents us with a
double image, or puts four images
through a blue filter, he challenges
us to strip away the facade the
media created.
Walking through this superfi
cially unremarkable collection of

pictures gives one an ominous
feeling of looking at the dark side
of a culture that'is not supposed to
have a dark side. The Marilyn
pictures that face the entrance to
the exhibit give a person cause to
think about the absurdity of the
mystique surrounding the person
known as Marilyn Monroe. The
Mao portraits and Vote McGovern,
a parody with the face of Richard
Nixon, continue this portrayal of

Warhol's work comments' on
the influences of pop culture
and mass media
on perception.

L a n th o m S ta ff W rite r

For my 19th birthday a friend
of the family got tired of my
complaining and bought me my
very own box of 64. Now I hate to
use them. Maybe i should bronze
them. The easiest way of course
would be to color all of them with
the 'copper crayon (Crayola
doesn’t have a bronze in the 64
box. I should write to Binney &
Smith and tell them to expand to
65).
There are rules that belong to a
S e e Q U A A -im p .ll

mm

V / ",
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10. Gorton’s gives ARA free
fishsticks for the advertising.
9. All the good mascots, such
as the “Bulldogs,” were already
taken.
8. The Grand Valley “Com
Farmers” just didn’t have the
right sound to it.
7. “ The Flying Dutchmen”
sounded too silly so we gave it
to Hope.
6. The Supreme Court didn’t
approve of the Grand Valley
“Inquisitors.”

footnote.
4. It was either the Lakers
or else the theatre majors would
dress up like mimes and have
an imaginary tug-of-war during
halftime.
3. The “Grand Valley State
Really-Cool-Guys” wouldn’t fit
on the football jerseys.
2. The Student Senate
thought it up.
1. Nobody would have any
respect for the Grand Valley
“Ravine Rompers.”

J

Movies
By Andrew Kar
Ridley Scott, the master of the
millions with Alien, has returned
to the big screen with Black Rain.
The film features good acting from
Michael Douglas, Ken Takakura
and Andy Garcia, and a great
musical score from Hans Zimmer.
It also features some fantastic
mood visuals. It is something of a
tragedy in the way this film does
not work.
Michael Douglas and Andy
Garcia are two New York detec
tives that witness a murder. They
catch the perpetrator (Yusaku
Matsuda), and are ordered to take
him back to Japan. When they get
to Osaka, they turn their prisoner
over to people they think are po
lice but are actually Yakuza (Japa-

nese Mob) themselves.

insist on
being included in the investigation.
They are teamed with an assistant
inspecter (Ken Takakura) and the
hunt begins. As the investigation
progresses, Garcia is killed and a
friendship develops between
Takakura. All of this is set against
truly stunning sets and tons of ac
tion.
I have seen this film before.
Once it was called 48 Hours.
Another time it was Red Heat. This
time it does not impress me. Scott’s
visuals sometimes dominate the
scene, making the action seem
pointless.
The worst part of the film was
the audio track. Too often the back
ground noise drowned out all other

sound. The dialogue became burThe acting was pretty fair, when
one considers the kind of charac
ters the actors were playing.
Douglas was playing the Cop with
Ex W ife and K ids, while
Takakura was the Japanese with
the High Level Of Discipline.
Despite the cookie cutter nature
of the characters, Douglas and
Takakura come across with strong
performances.
The director made another criti
cal mistake. He killed off Andy
9 arcia’s character too early in the
ilm. Will the American people
ever get tired of vengcnce-riddcn
cops who say the hell with the
rules? Besides, Garcia is too good
to be a throwaway character.

V id e o s

By Robert Bennett
absurdity and further the feeling
~ of viewTngsomethingfbrbidden.
Interestingly, Warhol seeks to
create a mystique around himself
in the self-portraits of the exhibit.
Double Self Portrait, his signa
ture painting, dominates the ex
hibit both with its size, its deep
contrasts, and its portrayal of the
artist. Warhol also effectively
ascends to pop mythology with
one rather remarkable piece done
in 1981. American Myths: The
Shadow was one of a series of
See WARHOL, p . l l

We air Have Them,
some more than others. New or
old, we need our friends. Now that
all of us are here at college we
will make friends that will
probably be with us until we die.
That is why this weeks Video
Gems is devoted to friendships.
Running Scared-Billy Crystal
and Gregory Hines star in this
adventure/comedy about two
Chicago cops trying to put away
a Hispanic drug lord(Jimmy Smits
from L A . Law). The dialogue

between Crystal and Hines is
simply brilliant as the two partners/
best friends stumble through the
back alleys of Chicago to the sandy
beaches of Key West. Directed by
Peter Hyams(20/0; Odyssey Two).
Beaches-Gxeai movie about
women. Bette Midler and Barbara
Hershey star in this drama/comedy
about two women whose
friendship spans from their early
childhood to middle-age. You’ll
laugh, you’ll cry and you’ll realize
how special friendships really are.

Stand By A/e-Childhood
friendships. Usually they never
last but the memories you keep
will last for the rest of your life.
Rob Reiner wrote and directed this’
1986 blockbuster based on the
Stephen King novella The Body.
Very funny and poignant film
about four boys who set out upon
the greatest adventure of their
lives. I won’t spoil the movie for
you but the scene with Lardass
Hogan has to be one of the funniest
that I have ever seen.

i j i ^ l uJBI-3J U i s ia i m a i m
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Photo of the Week

B oors
By Schon Washington
Zane had always been prone to
act on impulse. But killing Death
was no exactly what he had meant
to do. At any rate he certainly
didn’t know the consequences of
his deed. Someone had to assume
the vacant position and that
soineoneTiadloTSe him!
Now it was up to Zane to bear
the position of the Grim Reaper,
traveling across the world at top
speeds taking the souls of his
clients. He wasn’t sure he Jiked
this sort of work at all, and this
whole thing seemed very unfair.
Of course he wouldn’t have to
attend personally to every single
soul, that would require additional
personnel. His job was to get the
souls of those whose balance
between good and evil were
virtually even, and decide who
would go to Hell or who would
go to Heaven. He had tools to help
him discern these things and if
QUAA-LUTZ
From p. 10
64 box. “Peel paper, then sharpen
crayon” is clearly printed on the
back by the built-in sharpener.
Every 64 box owner should
have their own set of rules too.
My friend Robin always left one
crayon unused in the box, I don’t
really remember why but it was
Qusually “cornflower.”
Crayons have great names like
red, orchid, aquamarine and
melon. Even the ugliest color,
spring green, has a name that
almost redeems the pigment.
The ugliest colors were always
the first to go when I did dis
tinctive crayon crafts in school.
Spring green, maize and laven
der got shaved and melted be
tween two sheets of waxed paper
because I didn’t have the heart to
shave and melt my blue crayon.
Remember picking up a leaf and
Warhol
From p. 10
picccsjhat dealt with the icons of
American pop mythology. With

American Myths: The Shadow,

Warhol uses his own features to
personify the legendary radio crimefighter. These works are in
remarkable contrast to the overall
tone of the exhibit.

Andy Warhol: Fifteen Minutes

of Fame is worth much more than
fifteen minutes of anyone’s time.
No matter how one views War
hol, this exhibit is a fascinating
demonstration of one man’s ob
session with beauty, fame and the
darker side of a cuhttre. It will be
at the Grand Rapids Art’Museum
until October 22.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

things were really mixed up he
could feed the soul into a computer
system at his home in the sky.
Satan, however, decided that he
should get the larger nhmber of
souls and thereby devised a
particularly devilish plan to get
the woman that Zane loved. Zane
had to think of something to do,
but Lucifer was a very crafty
opponent. After all, who was he,
even being Death, to think he
could evade The Prince of
Darkness’s trap? It was pure folly!
. Piers Anthony is not afraid to
tackle the thing we all fear, the
topic of death. On A Pale Horse,
my friends, is truly a gripping
novel that obviously took a lot of
insight and thought to write. If
your sick of reading books-that
take you, lets say, even two pages
to get into, then get this book. A
truly amazing author.
placing it under a piece of paper
and rubbing the crayon over it so
mom would have a mother’s day
present that year?
It’s okay to admit that as col
lege students you can’t help but
to steal the small packs of cray
ons fom Big Boy so you can
doodle on your placemat while
waiting for your order. You grew
up with them and consequently,
you miss them.
Go ahead, go to Meijers, cask
in your rctumables from the week
end and buy a box of 64 for a
couple bucks. It’s okay if you miss
your Crayola’s, you’re only hu
man.
I think I’ll dig out my Hong
Kong Phoocy coloring book, open
my box of 64 Crayolas and relax
in front of The Bugs Bunny and
Roadrunner Show this weekend.

Photo: Jacquie Kaiser Selection: Paula Sarvis

The Photo of the Week is open to anyone interested. Submit entries to
Bob Bums in the Kioto Department Entries must be a black and white 5 x 7 or 8 x 10.

Music
By

8 (out of ten) Saraya

The first time a friend back
home played Love Has Taken Its
Toll for me, I’d have sworn I was
listening to Vixen. Little did I
know I was actually hearing Poly
grams newest venture into harderthan-pop rock.
Saraya, lead by singer and song
writer Sandi Saraya, unleashes an
album full of many different styles
and rhythms. She is joined by
Gregg Munier (keyboards and
vocals), Tony Rey (guitar and
vocals), Gary “Skid” Taylor (bass,
bass pedal and vocals), and Chuck
Bonfante (drums).
Saraya kicks off with the rock
sounding Love Has Taken Its Toll,

Kristoffer Gair

which is currently getting radio

play. Healing Touch is next in line
and probably' the most commer
cial sounding track on the album.
Consequently, it is also my favor
ite. Another commercial sounding
rock track is Fire To Burn, my
second favorite.
Get U Ready represents a break
from heavy guitar intros and over
powering vocals. It’s more of a pop
sounding tune with emphasis on
drums, very difficult to describe
because it sounds like nothing else
on the album.
Gypsy Child and side two’s St.
Christopher's Medal are the
slower ballad type tracks, appeal
ing and polished sounding. The

instrumental Abac*Lorrainei*a
tribute to a group by the same
name Sandi used to be in. Other
songs include the fast paced Run
ning Out O f Time, and basic rock
contributions One'NightAway and
Back To The Bullet.
Polygram is very happy with
their new discovery, and with
good reason. Saraya offers some
thing for everybody. If they catch
with the radio public, unfortu
nately some very good groups
never do, a second album is guar
anteed. Bravo, gang!
Tidbits: Can anybody identify
the artist who sings the beginning
theme in A Nightmare On Elm
Street 41 Call 895-3120.

Louisiana Profs Not M aking Big Bucks

(CPS) - College professors in the South, particularly in
Louisiana, are earning a lot less than their colleagues nationwide,
the Southern Regional Education (SREB) reported..

C rysfa/F Iasf\
4617 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale • 895-5775

earned an average of $40,348 in 1988-89, while those in the South
made $37, 890, the SREB said in its yearly state-by-state salary
survey.
Louisiana profs fared the worst, with those at public colleges
earning an average of $30, 913. Not surprisingly, the state is
^experiencing a severe faculty sh o rta g e .______________________,
.
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"DRY CLEANING AVAILABLE TOO!"
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STAMPS & COUPONS

OPEN WEEKDAYS 6 A M. - 11P.M.
SUNDAYS 8 A.M. - 11 P.M.

FAME & FORTUNE
LOTTERY TICKETS
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Calendar of Events
Movie: Fletch Lives
Wednesday at 9:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
132 Lake Huron Hall
Free Admission

Dancing space will be available in the Promenade Deck o f the Kirkhof
Center Saturday, when Caruso entertains Grand Valley. Caruso is
Michigan's hottest pop band and has been a four-time Campus
Entertainment Award Nominee. Admission is free.

RHA Meeting
Presented by RHA-Resident
Housing Association
Sunday, October 8 at 8 p.m.
Kleiner Commons
For more information contact
Amy Gruber at 895-6939

If Kaplan
Doesn’t Get
You Your Whites,
We’ll Give You Back
Your Green

r

W -'rc so certain that our prep course can help you pass the nursing boards,
we'll refund you your m oney or let you take the couise again if you don't pass.
H ow can we be so sure you'll pass? Maybe it’s ou r 50 years of experience.
O u r small classes and advanced teaching m ethods. O r a research departm ent that
reacts to test changes before m ost companies even know they exist
W hatever it is, the Kaplan m ethod works. So if you want to be a nurse, the
time to stan pracoang is now

*l Take
STANLEY
H. KAPLAN
Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
2627 EAST BELTLINE S.E.
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546-5937

Biblical Discussion on "Holiness”
A.C.E.- Achieving Christian Excellence
Every Tuesday night at 7 p.m .,
The Cove located/in Kirkhof Center
For more information contact Samuel Moffett at 942-1780
W riter’s Circle Organizational Meeting
Writer’s Circle
Thursday, October 5 from 3-4 p.m.
The Cove, Kirkhof Center
For more information contact Chris Lentine at 895-5271
Society for Human Resource Management Meeting
SHRM (Society for Human Resource Management)
Wednesday, October 4 at 9 p.m.
Lake Huron Hall, room 121
For more information contact Valerie Cox at 457-44Q7
Public Relations Student Society of America
PRSSA Weekly Meeting
Monday, October 9 at 6 p.m.
Lake Superior Hall, room 265
For more information contact Barry Kirsch at 895-7093
i
This column is provided for free announcements by student
organizations. To get your activity listed, fill out and place the form
below in the Campus Life Editor's mailbox in The Lanthorn's office.
Deadline is Wednesday of every week.
This form is discarded after the information is printed once.
Please take this to The Lanthom office
—
| Name of Event
J Name of Organization.
I Date and Time of Event or Meeting.
I
I Location of Event or Meeting---------------------------------------------I
| Name and Phone Number of Person Submitting this Information
I

DJ’S

ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET

MONDAY FROM 5pm - 9pm

ALLENDALE CENTER PLAZA
6085 LAKE MICHIGAN DR
ALLENDALE

ONLY

t.3.95

CALL: (616) 957-9701

A Seminar for SENIOR YEAR Nursing Students

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST.

“A Better
Place to Shop"

(C f

O O P

Valley

: ~ e ~ n

t
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• F re s h p r o d u c e
• C h o ic e m e a ts
• In-store b a k e r y &
deli

PHONE 895-6665
H o u rs : Mori - S a t 7 a m - 1 0 p m

and

A Full-line pharmacy
offering competitive prices
and prompt friendly service.
I'lK IN F

895-7436

GRAND
VALLEY
/ " l PHARMACY

ION

A oneday seminar designed lo help you make the
transition from student to professional

Saturday, N ovem ber 4, 1989
The cost of the seminar is $10, and hotel
accommodations are available at a reduced rate.
Sessions offered this year include:
• Chemical Dependence in the Hospitalized Patient
• Coping Measures for the Oncology Nurse
• Financial Planning for the Young Professional
• InVitro Fertilization
• Transition: From New Graduate to Expert Nurse
• Images of the Professional Nurse
• Creating a Successful Future
• Dialysts: A Treatment Modaltty fof Renal Faikife
• Discharge Planning: Special Needs for
Special People—Senior Adults

• Overview of Organ Transplantation
• Technological Advances in
Outpatient Surgery

( IN C A M P U S U F I . I V l K Y
T ra n sitio n is sp o n sore d by

We Aciep« Moti F*»run

Iniufjnt e(Anil

H o u rs M o n - Fri 9 a m 7pm
Sot 9am -4 om

L o c a te d in s id e

i

G r a n d V alley F o o d C e n te r
at th e A lle n d a le P la z a

CALL COLLECT
5 0 7 -2 8 6 -7 0 3 3

For Registration,
Information and Brochure

Rochester Methodist Hospital
A MAH’ HH MIAMI'S Ht’MTlAI

Learning Resources Department
201 West Center Street
Rix'hester. MIS 5590?

Deadline lor registration
is O d 24. 1989
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Lynch's Four Touchdowns Lead Laker Atttack

Gridders Coast Past W

Teams Slowed
Down by^

By Mark Halstead

S taff W riter

Grand Valley State continued
to rack up victories and post big
numbers as they coasted to a 4910 victory over

By Joe Lowden •

Staff Writer
—

offense and a stingy defense to
notch their first Great Lakes Con
ference victory and run their sea
son mark to 5-0. The Tartars
dropped to 1-3 and 0-2, while los
ing their 19th straight conference
game.
Falling behind in the first six
minutes, 10-0, GV kicked their
offense into high gear behind the
running of Isaiah Lipscy and Eric
Lynch and the blocking of Dave
Beebe, Andy Goeddeke, Bill
McGory, Mark Smith, and Chris
Ticde up front. •
Playing in only the first half,
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
Lipsey ran for 77 yards on 12 car
H e W as S to p p e d on this play, but not many others. Eric Lynch (34), carried the ball 14 times last
ries, while Lynch pushed his way Saturday and gained 119 yards and scored four touchdowns in.a come from behind win over Wayne St.
to 119 yards on 14 carries and four
GV was led by standout defen
The Lakers also received a fine the bench to throw for 112 yards
touchdowns. The Lakers rushed
sive
performances from Marc
for 347 yards on the contest, running effort from freshman on eight of 11 passing and one
Bland
and Todd Tracey. Bland
compared to only 33 for Wayne Anthony Evans, who carried the TD, as he sparked the Lakers
recorded
3.5 quarterback sacks,
ball nine times for 113 yards and while starter Robert Hunt
State.
Lynch, a sophomore, scored scored on a 73-yard gallop of his struggled early. Hunt came back while the senior Tracey had seven
to lead GV to their final TD when first hits, six tackles for a loss,
three TD’s in a span of just over own in the second quarter.
Despite the scoring total, Beck he hit Michael Short from 46 three sacks, and forced a fumble.
10 minutes in the first half on runs
For his efforts he was named con
of 4,3, and 2 yards. He added his was not entirely pleased with the yards.
ference “Player of the Week.” In
“Robert
wanted
to
succeed
so
fourth on a 73-yard burst in the performance offensively, while he
total the Lakers sacked quarter
badly
that
he
just
put
too
much
praised the defense for allowing
third quarter.
back
Paul Kroll eight times and
pressure
on
himselfall
he
has
to
Grand Valley head coach Tom only 159 total yards. ‘The de
intercepted
two of his passes.
Beck was pleased with the vic fense played well the entire game, do is relax and make things hap
Grand
Valley
confer
tory and had nothing but accolades while the offense played only two pen,” stated Beck about his quar ence play whenresumes
they
travel
to
for Lynch after the contest. “He good quarters and lacked consis terback situation. “Jack is an in Ferris State University next Sat
is a superb young man who is an tency. We seemed to play in telligent player who played a fine urday to tangle with the 4-1 Bull
game today. It’s nice to have two
excellent fullback; he did a very spurts.”
dogs at 2 p.m.
Quarterback Jack Hull came off good quarterbacks.”
good job today.”

--------------------------------

Alma and Calvin Colk"
were the only schools
defeated the Grand V,
women’s cross country team
Saturday. The Tri
invitational hosted
which the Lakers fi; ed
The Laker’s third place score
of 99 may be blamed on the
absence of their number four
runner, Trena Yonkers. Yonkers,
suffering from soreness in her
knees, was given the day off by
coach Gary Martin.
Sandra Terrell finished second
overall with a time of 19:05. The
remainder of the L aker
were Laura Moore \
overall with a time of 19:32),
Kelly Cole (ninth, 19:37), Nicky
Vanderberg (38th, 21:07), and
Debbie Pruitt and Racheal Carr
finished back-to-back (45 and
46th with times of 21:12 and
21:13).
number four runner missing - we
were hurting” said Martin.
The men’s cross country team
were at a loss before they even
started in last Saturday’s Tri-State
invitational.
Eddie Kiessel, the Laker’s
number one runner, was ill. Also
See CROSS COUNTRY, p. 14

Tennis Team Starts off Year With 3-1 GLIAC Record
By Sarah Stinson
S ports E d ito r

/
f/

r

t

PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
Yvonne liar, and Lynn Kloostra took a tough three set match from Wayne St. last Saturday to
pitch in for the Laker win. five games to four.

In every athletes life, there are times
when they hope they will be put in a
spot to decide the outcome of an ath
letic contest, and be successful at it.
Christy Ritsema, GVSU women’s ten
nis player at number 4 singles had just
that opportunity against Wayne State
this past Saturday.
With the team match all tied up at 44, GV’s wins had come from first
doubles Nancy Siemion and Tina
Blachut in a tough three setter, third
doubles team of Yvonne Hart and Lynn
Kloostra in another three setter, sec
ond Singles player Blachntagam hr a
three setter, and a straight set victory
for Hart at number five singles.
So playing in the last match of the
day, it was all up to Ritsema to avenge
last year’s 8-1 defeat to the Tartars. In
an exciting, gutty match she came back
from a 5-1 deficit in the first set and a
4-2 deficit in the second set to win 7-5,
6-4, clinching the Lakers third league
win in four matches to remain in sec
ond place in the league. “She kept her
composure so well and handled the
pressure like a pro,” beamed coach Tim
Sutherland after the match. “I’m proud

~ ;-------

of her and the rest of the team.”
The Laker women’s other conference
wins came during their U.P. swing,
where they took Lake Superior State
University 7-2 on September 16 and
Michigan Tech 5-4 the following day.
They are 4-3 overall now, and will fight
another conference battle Friday when
they travel to Saginaw Valley.
Although weakened by injuries, in
eligibility, and inexperience, this team
has already exceeded Sutherland’s
expectations. He has received his lead
ership this year from Jacquey Baby and
Siemion, who have “really shown lead
ership qualities to help the team through
some tough matches and have also
played weft despite a number of inju
ries.”
Sutherland has also been pleasantly
surprised with the play of Blachut, a
transfer student from Ferns. She has
been a solid, consistent player through
out the season and a real plus for the
team. Another positive addition has
been the play of the freshmen, espe
cially Hart and Kloostra. “They have
won tough, close matches all year and
are playing like seasoned veterans,"
Sutherland went on enthusiastically.
“Overall, this team has more guts than
any I’ve ever coached!”
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Hockey Team Looks
Ahead to New Season
Bj Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor

After three days of competitive,
aggressive tryouts last week, the
Laker hockey team is ready to
punch in for their second season
of organized play. Thirteen
veterans and ten new students at
Grand Valley comprise the 23man roster. The tryouts were
emotional and exciting, as the
largesi number ever came out for
the team and even returners
weren’t guaranteed positions. •
Last season was disappointing
in terms of the win-loss totals, but
they are looking towards more
than just improving their record,
instead learning to work together
as a team and improving their
skills, and with that, the wins
won’t be far behind. Their hopes
this year are focused on working
as one unit and conducting .
themselves to gain respect as well
as fan support throughout the
Aside from the mental goals,
they are making fast progress in
other ways. Their improvement
on the ice is obvious over last
season, as they are a faster, more
cohesive squad on the ice. The
team’s play is flowing smoothly
this season under the eye of second
year head coach Scott Bylsma, as
more team members are familiar
with the way the team is expected

to work. “They (the returners)
understand what my system is and
how I want to play the game,
making it an easier transition for
the newcomers as well,” Bylsma
commented.
Probably the key strength that
has been identified on (he ice is
the goaltending, held down by
returner Jerry Smigelski and
newcomer John Lapham. Bylsma
is quick to add, however, that there
is much more to Laker hockey
than the quality netminding,
saying, “The goaltending will
keep us in the games, but it’s also
up to the rest of the team to make
die transition from just staying in
the game to winning.”
Other factors will also be
working in the team’s favor this
year, as they have a better arena
and a better schedule to assist in
their winning ways. Home ice this
year will be the Kentwood Ice
Arena, and with the exception of
the first game, they will play at 6
and 7 pan. Their schedule will be
more competitive this year,
playing the local schools as well
as quality out-of-state teams such
as the University of Cincinnati,
scheduled for February.
The team can only see
improvement this year, as team
captain Kurt Rushmore
commented on the positive
aspects, saying, “We have a lot
more unity— more dedication to

Steve Johnson and Brad Keenan
gvie 110% in the last night o f
ryouts at Kentwood Ice Arena.
Both men earned spots on the
rosterfo r the upcoming season.
the future of the program, and also
excellent skaters and a high caliber
of talent this year.” The Lakers
will get their first chance to show
their best stuff Saturday, October
28 at 10 p.m. hosting crosstown
rival Aquinas. Added Smigelski,
"This year we’re looking to win
and be very competitive, to go all
out for 60 minutes.” As this
attitude spreads through the team,
the future of Laker hockey is
destined for huge success.

UPB C o n c e r t C o m m i t t e e P r e s e n t s

CROSSCOUNTRY

From p. 13-----------------------------the team’s number three man,
Clinger was proud of his
John Barstis, had a turned ankle sophomores’ performance, saying,
“Our sophomores, Bodary and
and was unable to run.
As a result, the Lakers finished Renaldi, are running pretty, good
14th out of 20 teams in the in Eddie’s abscence.”
Invitational.
It appears that the Lakers could
“We were without our number be in for a long week or two if
one and number three men, which Kiessel and Barstis don’t get
made it pretty tough” said coach healthy. According to Clinger it
Bill Clinger.
will be tough for the runners to
Sophomore Pete Bodary rebound, “Once you drop out like
finished first for the Lakers and that, it takes a while to start
59th overall. Finishing 72nd was running again.”
Brett Schafer, Jeff Van Meter was
Both cross country teams will
93rd, Steve Rendaldi posted at travel to Dowagiac for the
106, and Randy Taylor was fifth Southwestern Invitational this
on the team, yet 111 overall.
Friday.

T-TOID r-VOU WE SHOULD HAVE PICKED GRAND VAU.EV APARfMENrS!

v

CARUSO

< i! i
This exciting band from Detroit is currently touring
on the strength of their recent single "London" They’
have appeared for a dozen major acts including
Joan Jett, Corey Hart, John Cafferty and UB40.
1 he Toledo Blade found Caruso "brimming with
energy, with a dose of reckless abandon."
Prom enade Deck - K irkhof C enter
Saturday, O ctober 7 at 9:00 pm
FR EE A D M ISSIO N
Funded by your Student Life Fee

Two bedroom furnished
apartments with
utilities included ARE
available NOW!

Call Dave at 895-63511

We’re right on the edge of campus,
f"* A The alternative you deserve.

LiIT\
*

GRAND VALLEY
APARTMENTS
PHONE: 895-6351
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Volleyball Team Gets Roughed Up in U. P. Battles

By Timothy J. Padot
Staff Writer

The Grand Valley women’s
volleyball team logged miles last
week as they traveled to Saginaw
Valley, Michigan Tech, Northern
Michigan, and Lake Superior.
On Tuesday the Lakers arrived
at Saginaw only to find one offi
cial. The coach of Saginaw Val
ley, Chris Bertie, scrounged up
another semi-official, but coach
Joan Boand wasn’t buying i t
“I wasn’t going to let only one
official officiate the game...we
almost walked out but I agreed to

play as long as it didn’t count”
The team lost the match in five
games, but the Lakers considered
it only a practice. Arulingwillbe
handed down from the commis
sioner as to whether or not the
game will count in team standings.
The Ladies loaded the bus to
make the Upper Peninsula swing,
but a half hour before the bus was
to leave, freshman Julie Alderson
injured her ankle. She still made
the trip, but with a pair of crutches.
The Huskies won a very tight
first game 18-16 and then put
away the second game 15-10. The
Lakers were down 0-2 but still

managed to turn around the match
and push it to five.Boand said,
“We turned a comer at Tech when
we pushed them to five games.”
The team totaled 60 kills on the
night, with sophomore Kim
Gravel contributing 12 of them.
On Saturday the Lakers picked
apart Northern Michigan. The
netters jumped to an early 2-0 lead,
winning 15-10 and 15-12, and
finished the Wildcats off in the
fourth by the score of 15-11.
On Sunday, Lake Superior took
the first two games. Down 0-2,
the Ladies fought back to take the
third set 15-11.

H

Todd Tracey receives the Male
Laker Athlete of the W eek award for
his spectacular showing in the romp
over W ayne State. The senior defen
sive tackle collected seven first hits,
six tackles for losses, three QB sacks
and forced a fumble as well.
Christy Ritsem a receives the Fe
male Laker Athlete of the W eekaward
for her gutty performance in preserv
ing a win for the women's tennis team.
The score Saturday was 4-all against
W ayne State with Ritsema’s match
being the last of the day. She came
back from deficits of 5-1 in Ihe first
set and 4-2 in the second to clinch a
7 -5 ,6 -4 victory.

Todd Tracey

Cedarville freshman Jody Smith aces, and 10 blocks.
saw action tossing up five service
The Lakers finished the week
aces and Coleen Murphy recorded witheithera 1-3 mark (if the Sagi
37 sets, her best for the trip.
naw Valley match counts) or a 1Lake Superior went on to com 2 record, which would push their
plete the match by winning the overall record to 4-7.
fourth game 15-13.
Grand Valley will take a rest
The team is making a lot of er this week from traveling this
rors, but Boand feels die team is weekend when they host a four
making great strides.
game home stand.
Jenny Averyn, an outside hit
Their next opponent will be
ter, was asked to play middle hit Oakland University this Friday at
ter, a position she hadn’t practiced 6:30 p.m. Saturday, the Lakers
for all season. The 5' 9" freshman ( host a double header starting at
played well enough to be nomi noon against Wayne State and
nated for GLIAC player of the continuing at 4 p.m. with IPFW.
week. On the weekend swing Next Tuesday, GLIAC rival Fer
Averyn had 28 kills, 10 service ris State comes to town.

&

w

+

i

By M ark Halstead___________
Up to now the Lakers have piled up points, big numbers, and showed
everyone why they are rated fifth in all of Division n.
The Bulldogs want to take it all away on Saturday afternoon. Ferris
State, 4-1, was rated tenth in the country before falling, 19-14, to North
ern Michigan last Saturday. A more than worthy opponent for head
coach Tom Bede and his Lakers.
Grand Valley is averaging 43.6 points per game and giving up only
16.6. If they are going to post those kind of numbers this week a better
start than in the previous three weeks is mandatory.
The Bulldogs are no joke. They have many weapons including wide
receiver Andre Johnson who accounted for over 500 all purpose yards in
one contest earlier this year. Stopping him will be the key for the
defense, as will pressuring quarterback Doug Arnold.

Christy Ritsema

This by far will be the toughest challenge for the Laker
“D" so far this year.

The offense should score at least three touchdowns
and probably more. But, in order for that to happen,
consistency must be maintained and turnovers kept at a
minimum.
Playing on the Bulldogs home turf does not help ei
ther, so hopefully our fans can make the short drive to
Big Rapids. So lets pack up the coolers, find a desig
nated driver and cheer on the Lakers on Saturday after
noon.
As for the game, it should be close, and a turnover at
an inopportune time could decide the outcome. The
Lakers better come ready to play because this will not be
a walk in the park.
GRAND VALLEY 31
iStf (2) Nksrwit owe vjdvxjr

Term papers, resumes, letters,
etc. Accurate, professional,
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960
1-20ip
/

Need T-shirts, sweatshirts,
hats, or jerseys?
Call
OLLIEWEAR Screenprint!!!
Custom artwork, fast service,
low prices. Call Frank at
895-5563.
6-ltfn
R e crea tio n

Flying Horseshoe Ranch,
Ride with or without a guide in
beautiful Yankee Springs
Recreation Area. Open 7 days
a week, 9am-7pm. $2 off
Monday through Friday before
2pm. H o rs e
D ra w n
Hay rides for up to 25 people
per wagon with reservation and
deposit. Flying Horseshoe
Ranch, M iddleville-795-7119.
2 -6 tfc

For Sale

Fund Raisers

For Sale - 78 Pontiac Sunbird excellent runner, good gas
mileage, AM/FM stereo with
tape deck, $800 or best offer.
Call 895-7804
6-ltfn
Zenith supersport computer
(L aptop) includes 286
processor, 12 MHZ, T MEG
RAM, 40 Meg hard drive, 24
ms access time, 3 1/2" HD
disk drive, Supertwist LCD
display, 1 month old. New
$4400 - will sell for $2600
669-7803

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING, PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1700 IN ONLY TEN
DAYS! Student groups,
Fraternities and Sororities
needed for marketing project on
campus. For details plus a
FREE GIFT, group officers
call 1-800-950-8472, EXT. 20.

6-1 Ip

It's a new year - get a good
start -- buy a new car. 1981
Subaru, standard, 33mpg,
dependable transportation for
only $650. Call 895-5213.
6-ltfn

6 - life

WANTED-SPRING BREAK
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Average $3,500 Commissions,
Part-time, Flexible Hours, plus
Free Vacations (Cancun,
Bahamas, Bermuda, Rio, etc.)
Vacation
Planners
1-800-47-PARTY (I0am-7pm)
6-1 tp

A A Meeting - Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every
Friday at noon in the Cove
Room of Kirkhof Center.
Interested persons should
contact the counseling center.
2-13tp
Employment

National Marketing Firm seeks
mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized,
hardw orking and money
motivated. Call Joe or Myra at
(800) 592-2121
6 * 4 tp

CLASSIFIED
ADS
wanted for the Lanthom.
$3.00 for the first 15 words.
150 for each additional word.
EN TREPREN EU RS
$1.00
for border. All ads must
W A N T E D . Triple 'A'
Student painters is looking for be prepaid. The Lanthorn
is in the lower level of
Branch Managers across office
Kirkhof
Center. Send ads to
Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. The Lanthorn,
Valley
Run your own business, gain Stale University,Grand
Allendale,
MI
valuable business experience 49401. Deadline is six days
and earn between $5,000 - prior to publication (Thursday
$15,000.
For more at 5pm). Special GVSU
information
C a l l Student rate: $1.00 for
1-800-543-3792,
or th e first 10 w o rd s,
(517)548-0133
(Minimum charge).
5-2tp

/
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FOOTBALLFOURSOME

It was another tough weekfor thefoursome as no one was lucky enough to get more than
two correct in the college picks. Sarah and Eric closed in on Joe who had a low nine game
week. Tim, who has been watching baseball more thanfootball has surprisingly brought
himself to within 'five games of the lead.
Professional
Atlanta at L.A. Rams
Buffalo at Indianapolis
Chicago at Tampa Bay
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Cleveland at Miami
Dallas at Green Bay
Detroit at Minnesota
Houston at New England
Kansas City at Seattle
New Orleans at San Francisco
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia
Phoenix at Washington
San Diego at Denver
College

Oklahoma State at Oklahoma
MSU at Iowa
Ohio State at Illinois
Washington at USC
Arizona State at UCLA
Air Force at Navy
Texas A & M at Texas Tech

Sarah Stinson

Tim.Svrck

33r f f . g a s n

29 59 6 9 2

: ( %!

Rams
Bilb
Bears
Bengab
Browns
Packers
Vikings
Oilers
Seahawks
Saints
Giants
Redskins
Broncos

Rams
Bilk
Bears
Bengab
Browns
Packers
Vikings
Oilers
Seahawks
Sainb
Gianb
Redskins
Broncos

Rams
BUb
Bears
Bengab
Dolphins
Packers
Vikings
Oilers
Seahawks
49ers
Eagles
Redskins
Broncos

Oklahoma
Iowa
Ohio State
USC
UCLA
Air Force
Texas A & M

Okbhoma
MSU
Illinob
USC
UCLA
Air Force
Texas A & M

O kbhom a
MSU
Illinob
USC
UCLA
Air Force
Texas Tech

---------" ------

f OTHER WINNERS:
____
Erin Kramer, Rick Koss, Channing Smith, Bob
Allan, Brian Price, Todd Austhof, Scott Piotrowski,
Craig McGofTun, Kevin BuIIen, Kelly Moeller, Kevin
M. Rennells, Michael Bredeweg, Michelle Hahn, Kevin
Martinez, and Jennifer Hahn.

We’ve Got
The Best
ASA Rating!

PHOTO»MART / AUD IO VISU A L, INC.

Rams
BUb
Bears
Bengab
Browns
Packers
Vikings
Patriots
Seahawks
49ers
Eagles
Redskins
Broncos

Okbhom a
MSU
Illinob
USC
UCLA
Air Force
, Texas A & M

L
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1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881
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CHALLENGE
W IN N E R S

PHOTO B Y JULIE EDINGER

Film • Cameras • Quality Photo Finishing
Darkroom Supplies • A/V Equipment
Knowledge and Experience.

ARDEN’S

EticNiciling
32-59 L54.2%1

lofiUmdgn
34r52.fff.fiSH

0

The Winner for week
#3 is:
Kris Day (She had 14
correct out of 20)

0

W E E K #4

Atlanta at L.A. Rams
Buffalo at Indianapolis
Chicago at Tampa Bay
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Cleveland at Miami
Dallas at Green Bay
Detroit at Minnesota
Houston at New England
Kansas City at Seattle
New Orleans at San Francisco
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia
Phoenix at Washington
San Diego at Denver
Oklahoma State at Oklahoma
MSU at Iowa
Ohio State at Illinois
Washington at USC
Arizona State at UCLA
Air Force at Navy
Texas A & M at Texas Tech
(tie-breaker)
Grand Valley at Ferris
Total Points...

0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
O

O
O

0
□ ,

o
o
o

□
□

□
□

1. Fill out die entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of each
game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in diet
game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you're available on
Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the “Football Foursome" will get his or her
name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger will be
spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanthom offices in the "Football
Challenge" box. The Lanthom will not be responsible for lost or misplaced
entries,
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will only be
returned if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries become the
property of The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a pair of tickets to
the game of their choice of their favorite sports team. The drawing will be
held on or about January 11,1990. All winners will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, excluding
those who work for The Lanthom.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5P.M.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE _
BEST TIME TO CALL ON MONDAY

MV SMALL APAWM6I4V Dip

MOte ME FEEL Bl£
o
CHECK TtieSPAce
AT CAMPUS VIEW

